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Planning Asks Effort Launched to Appoint, Rather
Amazon to
than Elect, Board of Education
Repackage
Development
Proposal
BY ZOE TRIBUR

BY BETTINA COHEN

The San Francisco Planning Department issued a 55-page response
in April that calls for changes to a
proposal Amazon submitted to develop
a last-mile parcel delivery facility in
Showplace Square.
The planned 900 Seventh Street
facility would be three stories and
650,000 square feet, according to the
Preliminary Project Application (PPA)
that Amazon submitted in February.
“The letter we published is kind
of a road map,” said Richard Sucre,
Planning Department principal planner. “Our processes are layered and
challenging for everyone.”
MG2 Corporation, the Seattlebased architectural firm that submitted the PPA for Amazon, describes
itself on its website as “expertly
navigating jurisdictional complexities”
for clients.
Amazon has 18 months to modify
its application and satisfy California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
requirements, including transportation, noise, and air quality studies.
“We won’t accept their application
until they provide everything we’ve
outlined. Until the environmental
review is done, we won’t move forward
with approval,” Sucre said.
As part of Amazon’s vast logistics,
packages are transported to delivery
stations from fulfillment centers,
sorted, and loaded into vehicles for
delivery to customers. Amazon, a
rapidly expanding international enterprise valued at more than $1 trillion, has in excess of 250 delivery
stations nationwide. The anticipated
operational scale at 900 Seventh Street
immediately prompted neighborhood
concerns about traffic, noise, and other
impacts that could occur at any hour
as interstate trucks arrive and depart,
delivery vans are deployed, and shifts
of onsite employees descend upon the
facility.
In March, the Mission Bay Citizens’
Advisory Committee (CAC) launched
an informal subcommittee consisting
AMAZON continues on page 11

Three months ago, San Francisco Unified School District’s Board of
Education member Alison Collins was
stripped of her leadership position in
a five to two vote amidst calls for her
resignation after a series of tweets she
wrote in 2016 were unearthed. Before
that, the Board triggered a nationwide
backlash for proposing to rename 44
schools during a pandemic. These and
other issues prompted widespread
questioning of the Board’s competence.
In response, a group of concerned

parents are campaigning to change
the Board from an elected body to an
appointed one, with members selected
by the Board of Supervisors or a newly
constituted special committee. Advocates believe an appointment system
would better ensure that members have
the expertise and experience needed to
effectively carry out their responsibilities and provide greater accountability.
Opponents of the campaign counter that eliminating elections would
deprive families, especially low-income
and immigrant parents, of a voice in
their children’s education.

SFUSD serves a large, diverse
student population. Board decisions
are rarely universally popular. The
added pressures of the public health
crisis, however, and what many believe
to be an inadequate District response,
have prompted families to call for a
fundamental change in the way public
schools are governed.
The Campaign for Better SF Public
Schools (CBSFPS) was co-founded last
spring by two SFUSD parents, Jennifer
Kuhl Butterfoss, a former Alvarado
BOE continues on page 11

Potrero Hill Mural Fading Away
The once iconic Potrero Hill mural
at the corner of 17th and Connecticut
streets is steadily fading, the wall on
which it is painted in disrepair.
“The cost to restore this mural
would be at least $20,000, a number I
estimated three years ago,” said Susan
Cervantes, founder and director of Precita Eyes Muralists Association. “The
reason this mural is almost invisible
is because something on the other side
is affecting it, perhaps water damage.
If you look closely, you can see the
pigment on the mural has crystallized.
That’s why it looks more faded than
other murals painted in the mid-1980s.”
Brooke Oliver, a San Francisco attorney who represents mural artists in
California, said that under the federal
Visual Artists Right Act (VARA), enacted in 1990, the lead artist’s consent
is required to modify, damage, paint
over, or destroy an original mural. The
property owner is required to give the
artist “first right” to restore it. If the
lead declines, the property owner can
identify another qualified artist.
Nicole Emanuel, who currently
lives in Kansas City, Missouri, was
the mural’s lead artist. Emanuel didn’t
respond to interview requests.
“If everyone on the Hill gave $20
and some larger donors stepped up…”
the mural could be restored, said
Cervantes. “One thing that should
change after a repaint is to add a coat or
varnish to seal the mural, which wasn’t
done originally. In addition, it might
help to add an overhang to protect the
mural from the elements above,”
Precita Eyes, a Mission-based nonprofit arts organization, has restored
numerous murals and mosaics around
the City.
Potrero Boosters President J.R. Ep-

Fading mural at the corner of 17th and Connecticut streets.

pler said the association is in the initial
stages of determining whether it wants
to try to restore the mural or identify
other sites for frescos to be painted.
“We’re focusing on areas that
serve as neighborhood gateways,” said
Eppler.
The mural, painted in 1985, reflects
scenes of Hill life: children in puffy
jackets, a view of the Bay, grocery
stores, pedestrians on steep streets.
Dan Fontes, who grew up in Oakland, helped paint the mural. On
his website, Dan Fontes Murals, he
described it as reflecting “the social
realism style, using historic images.”
Social realism showcases the sociopolitical conditions of the working class,
often criticizing power structures. The
Hill mural evokes the neighborhood,
with “Potrero Hill” in large characters,
the area’s history illustrated inside the
letters and on adjacent panels.
A prominent subject of the mural,
former Hill resident O.J. Simpson,

PHOTO: Helena Chiu

dressed in his football uniform, has
been painted over multiple times since
he was charged and acquitted of an
infamous murder in the mid-1990s. At
one point, vandals painted devil horns
on Simpson’s figure.
A search of Property Shark, a
data enterprise, indicates that the
Central Family Trust (CFT), an entity
formed by Gary Pasquinelli and other
Pasquinelli family members, owns the
1345 17th Street building on which the
mural is painted. The address is part of
a 26,100 square foot property zoned for
industrial use, which encompasses the
1300 block of 17th Street. CFT owns
other land in San Francisco, including
a 2,860 square foot plot zoned for multifamily residential use across the street.
In 2019, CFT explored, but didn’t
proceed with, a complete overhaul
of 1345 17th Street. At the time the
Planning Department referred to the
MURAL continues on page 14
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Climate
BY STEVEN J. MOSS

The federal government has finally joined the State of California
in a spirited effort to vastly reduce
anthropogenic discharges that are
fostering a hotter, drier, planet. The
state and fed plan to forestall the worst
effects of human-induced climate
change by squeezing fossil fuels out of
our electricity system within the next
15 years, deploying the resulting clean
electricity to rapidly displace gasoline
and diesel use in cars and trucks. Technology will save us, with wind, sun, and
storage replacing the burning of long
dead and decayed life as our primary
energy source.
We’ve been at similar junctures. At
the turn of the 19th Century cities were
choked with horse emissions – dung,
urine, and carcasses – that propagated disease-laden flies, terraforming
streets into smelly piles of dung. That
problem was solved by fossil-fueled
internal combustion engines muscling
aside horse power. One hundred years
later, those combustion engines are
themselves causing problems at a scale
vastly more significant than mountains
of manure.
The hope is that the carbon-free
transition will be so seamless that
Americans won’t even know it happened. Jeeps will be traded in for
Hyundais; there’ll be energetic demand
for electrified Ford F-Series; coal miners will become wind and sun miners.
The Earth will look freshly shiny when
viewed from 21st Century settlements
on the Moon or Mars, the atmosphere
relieved of its filthy pollution burden.
Inshallah, this is our future. Evidence from California, however, suggests that the fossil fuel makeover won’t
be cheap, easy, or possibly even effective
at turning down Earth’s thermostat.
One challenge is that the climate is
already changing, stressing water and
electricity infrastructure, famously
triggering wildfires, heat waves and
droughts, pushing weather migrants
away from subsistence farming in
Central America and elsewhere. The
plane isn’t exactly going down, but it’s
hard to focus on long range navigation
amidst all the turbulence.
Another problem is continued
reliance on profit-seeking utilities,
such as Pacific Gas and Electric Com-

pany (PG&E) and Southern California
Edison, as primary implementers of our
carbon-free future. These monopolies
are easily distracted, especially when
tasked with responsibilities outside
their comfort zones, like fielding
electric vehicle charging facilities
and encouraging the development of
“microgrids.” Their equipment has
repeatedly triggered massive wildfires; PG&E adds insult to injury by
charging twice as much as the national
average for its services.
The regulatory wrapper in which
private power companies are governed
– in California principally the Public
Utilities Commission – is mired in a
statutory role that’s mostly reactionary – responding to utility proposals
as to how to get where policymakers
want to go and reliant on tedious
administrative processes that suck the
color directly out of the eyeballs of all
participants. Quasi-judicial processes,
involving many lawyers, are required
to hash out the simplest of endeavors,
such as how best to structure modest
demonstration projects. It takes several
dozen utility and regulatory staff just
to change the proverbial light bulb
from fluorescent to LED.
This clumsy half capitalistic, half
Soviet-style industrial planning apparatus has lurched towards climate
goals, radically reducing reliance on
coal, natural gas, even nuclear power,
breaking lots of dishes along the way.
California’s electricity grid is seventh
cleanest in the nation, but its prices
are amongst the highest, twice that of
Tennessee’s, with additional billions
of taxpayer dollars spent annually on
wildfire response, vehicle electrification efforts, and the like.
Other unpleasant side effects have
emerged. Distrust of the system, caused
in part by forced outages used to manage wildfire risks, has squeezed out a
kind of shadow grid – a grey market
in energy reliability – that’s largely
outside climate aspirations, further
concentrating energy inequality. While
more than half of California’s grid is
powered by non-fossil-fueled resources
– solar, wind, and hydro – there are tens
of thousands of diesel and natural gas
PUBLISHER’S VIEW continues on page 14
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SHORT CUTS
Shootings
Two men were shot to death, a
third critically injured, in separate
Potrero Hill incidents last month. The
first occurred near 25th and Connecticut streets. After a 10:08 a.m. report
of a shooting, San Francisco Police
Department officers found Darryl
Haynes, 61, suffering from apparent
gunshot wounds. He was transferred
to a hospital, where he was pronounced
dead.
While officers were investigating
the Connecticut Street event, they
responded to a report of shots fired
on nearby Dakota Street at 12:26
p.m. They found two men, Randy
Armstrong, 54, and another man, 49,
suffering from gunshot wounds. Both
were transported to hospitals, where
Armstrong died; the other remained in
life-threatening condition. San Francisco police are looking for 32-year-old
San Francisco resident Robert Newt
who they described as “armed and
extremely dangerous.”

Esprit Park
Last month, the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors authorized the
San Francisco Recreation and Park
Department to accept $835,000 from
the University of California, San
Francisco Board of Regents, to be
used to pay for design services for
Esprit Park, as managed through the
Dogpatch and Northwest Potrero Hill

Green Benefit District. The grant is the
last in a $5 million donation from UCSF
toward the $7.7 million project and the
final approval needed before breaking
ground on a significant renovation. The
rest of the funding is coming from $2.7
million in Eastern Neighborhoods
Development Impact Fees. As part of
the remodel the park’s large lawn will
be configured to segregate off leash
dogs from general use areas.

Garbage
Last month, the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors unanimously
approved a $107.6 million settlement
with Recology after City Attorney
Dennis Herrera sued the trash hauling
monopoly over allegations of illegal
gifts and inflated rates. Under the
settlement, residential and commercial
customers will receive an average $190
refund for overcharges dating to 2017,
when rates were set erroneously after
Recology submitted incorrect revenue
information. The City will get $7 million. If approved by a San Francisco
Superior Court judge, which could
happen this month, refunds will be
issued by September 1. A lower refuse
collection rate went into effect on
April 1.
The settlement is the latest in a
continuing saga involving Recology. In
November, the United States Department of Justice charged Recology’s
SHORT CUTS continues on page 14
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Vermont Street Switches to Residential Parking Permits
BY TYLER BREISACHER

Before the COVID-19 pandemic,
commuters used to park on Vermont
Street to avoid steep garage prices
in Showplace Square and elsewhere
nearby. Assuming these travelers
ultimately return, residents will no
longer have to compete with them for
spots; the 500 block of Vermont Street
now requires a parking permit for
extended stays.
Prior to the public health crisis,
the parking commons had increasingly
become a battleground, according to
Mark Platosh, a Vermont Street resident who lives near the U.S. Route 101
offramp. Platosh is a block captain for
SF SAFE, a nonprofit that “engages,
educates, and empowers San Franciscans to build safer neighborhoods
through crime prevention, education,
and public safety services that result
in stronger, more vibrant and resilient
communities,” according to its website.
As block captain, Platosh often
organizes events and elevates his neighbors’ voices at City Hall and elsewhere.
Like many community members, he was
frustrated after losing his parking spot.
After returning from dropping off his
kids at school in Pacific Heights, he’d
find all the spots on his block taken,
mostly by commuters; he’d frequently
see people taking small scooters out
of their cars and continuing north,
towards Showplace Square, where
Zynga, Sega, and Airbnb are located.
For a few years it was a minor
an noyance. As the neighborhood
changed – more residences being built

nearby; the opening of the Chase
Center – parking congestion grew. In
response, Platosh gathered signatures
from community members who wanted
to adopt the Residential Permit Parking
system for their block.
It took a half-decade to get a
speed bump added in the area; Platosh
wasn’t expecting a quick response from
municipal parking officials. Since the
signatures were submitted around the
same time companies responded to the
emerging pandemic by allowing their
workforce to stay at home, dramatically
reducing commuter traffic, the issue’s
urgency greatly diminished.
Late last year the San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency
held a final hearing on the proposal to
make the 500 block of Vermont Street
a permit zone, installing signs a few
months later indicating that a sticker is
required to park longer than two hours.
The labels cost $152 a year per vehicle,
available to area residents as well as
those who need to park there often for
work. Citations cost $95.
Residents may not be happy with
the new system.
“There has been a bit of buyer’s
remorse,” said Platosh. “There is going
to be a healthy debate on whether we
will go back, those who really wanted
before are now like we didn’t need it
during the pandemic.”
He noted that residents who work
from home tend to be more acutely
aware of the situation, whereas those
traveling elsewhere for what was in the
before times a typical 9-to-5 job generally find plenty of parking available to

Why work with

Susan Olk?

them when they return home.
Parking permit zones can be removed if residents petition to do so.
The withdrawal process is similar to
the one to create the zone, starting with
collecting signatures, this time asking
for the permit zone to be removed.
According to Platosh, it’s not clear
whether the permit zones or the pan-

demic made parking easier on Vermont.
According to Vermont Street resident
Paul McDonald, his neighbors are in a
“wait and see situation” mode.
Under current public health rules
offices can open at 50 percent capacity,
with near normalcy potentially within
reach by the end of the year.
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Proposed Teardown on Texas Street Draws Opposition
BY MICHAEL IACUESSA

A proposal to demolish a Victorian
and replace it with a larger modern
home at 249 Texas Street has drawn
the ire of neighbors.
Kerry Shapiro and Joanne Siu
purchased the Texas Street property
in 2019 for $1.6 million. They’re planning to live in the newly customized
home with their daughter and Siu’s
81-year-old mother. While the building
would be the same three stories over
a garage as the Victorian, it’d be 29
percent roomier, with 1,263 additional
square feet. It’d rise four and a half feet
higher, with a rectangular shape and
roof deck added.
That height and shape concerns
immediate neighbors. Like the existing
building, adjacent downslope homes
have pitched roofs. Sasha Gala, who
has rented next door for nine years, said
those afford “democratic access to air,
light and privacy.”
Her rental unit has skylights in the
bedroom, bathroom and office, and a
side window that faces the Victorian.
“They are all going to be impacted by
this build,” she said. The ample light
is one of the reasons she rented the
apartment. The remodeled home would
feature a third-floor deck, in addition
to the roof level, that’d be above her
skylights.
Upslope, at 251 Texas, building
owner Kathleen Block is concerned
that the value of her four rental units
would drop. While Block’s building is
also rectangular, she feels it shouldn’t
be used to set a precedent as it’s not
characteristic of the rest of the street.

Left: Existing Victorian at 249 Texas Street. Right: proposed design for a larger home (tree made transparent to show exterior). IMAGES: from application filed with Planning Department

Her grandfather built it in the 1950s
to house four families. He was able to
provide sunlight to the units because
of the Victorian next door.
“Those two buildings just work
together,” she said, whereas the new
one is “going to come right up to my
building. The equitable use of air,
light and sky should be factored into
anything the planners decide on.”
The Planning Department received
written concerns from five neighbors.
Fifteen attended a telephonic Planning
Commission conditional use hearing on
the project in March.
The matter is scheduled to come
before the Commission again on June
3 for Discretionary Review, a process
automatically triggered when a residential demolition is proposed. Among
criteria for approval is whether the
project preserves existing and affordable housing. Since Siu and Shapiro
have proposed a separate garage-level
studio apartment, the Planning Department is recommending that the

Commission approve it based on the
new building having two units rather
than one, increasing the City’s housing
supply.
That particular feature delayed the
hearing from an earlier scheduled date
after opponents pointed out that the existing building has a second unit at the
garage level, one that wasn’t disclosed
in the demolition proposal. Although
it’s an illegal apartment, neighbors said
several tenants have resided there until
Shapiro and Siu bought the home. Municipal records indicate tenancy since
1980. In 2012, the previous owners,
who lived upstairs, pulled a permit to
remove the unit and adjoin it with the
main building but no work was done;
it continued to be rented.
“The unit was built without permits, using substandard construction,
and in violation of the building codes,”
Siu stated in an email to The View,
issues that’ll disappear with new
construction. The couple has rented to
two parties since their purchase, both

Just Sold!
LL

in the main home. The current tenants
are on a short-term lease.
If the Commission approves the
project opponents plan to appeal to
the Board of Supervisors, an action
that’d require signatures from 20
percent of homeowners within 300 feet
of the Victorian. They recently held
a well-attended backyard gathering.
Gala said several families had similar
experiences of larger homes being built
that impacted their own.
The neighbors have enlisted the
support of the San Francisco Land Use
Coalition, which has provided assistance navigating the system, including
joining a 75-minute meeting with Planning Director Rich Hillis regarding the
approval process.
“We don’t believe rent control
homes should be demolished in favor
of luxury housing,” said Coalition cofounder Ozzie Rohm. “Why not legalize
the unit instead of demolishing?”
249 TEXAS continues on page 14
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What’s Happening with
Real Estate on Potrero Hill?

As life has begun to return to normal, Potrero Hill buyers have been exceptionally active. Many singlefamily homes and condominiums are selling at strong prices with multiple offers as buyer take advantage
of low interest rates. If you have been thinking of selling your home, now may be an excellent time to take
advantage of strong demand from buyers.

Sales Prices for All Potrero Hill Homes Sold in 2021*
1206 18th Street…………………….…$2,713,500
1931 23rd Street…………………….…$1,535,000
2337 25th Street…………………….….$900,000
2345 25th Street…………………….…$1,210,000
319 Arkansas Street…………….….$1,950,000
811 Carolina Street………………...$4,500,000
1016 Carolina Street…………….…..$1,241,000
461 Connecticut Street………....$1,800,000
463 Connecticut Street………….$2,125,000
1477 Kansas Street…………………..$1,525,000
Little eld errace
. ...
2325 Mariposa Street……….….…$1,275,000
506 Mississippi Street…..…….…$2,000,000
580 Mississippi Street…..…………$1,475,000
626 Mississippi Street….….………$1,395,000
421 Missouri Street…………..……..$1,900,000

615 Missouri Street…………………….$2,050,000
430 Pennsylvania Avenue……...$1,350,000
467 Pennsylvania Avenue……....$1,425,000
467 Pennsylvania Avenue……....$1,425,000
1018 Pennsylvania Avenue……...$1,468,000
548 Rhode Island Street………...$4,200,000
1088 Rhode Island Street………...$1,730,000
1088 Rhode Island Street………...$1,730,000
1125 Rhode Island Street…………..$1,775,000
1131 Rhode Island Street…………...$1,706,250
1434 Rhode Island Street………...$1,825,000
1458 Rhode Island Street………...$1,830,000
704 San Bruno Avenue…………....$1,840,000
607 Texas Street………………………....$1,750,000
472 Utah Street…………………………..$2,000,000

The average sales price for a home on Potrero Hill this year has been $1,824,121.
If you’d like a free report on the value of your home, call Tim Johnson at 415-710-9000.

Tim Johnson
415.710.9000
tim@timjohnsonSF.com
www.timjohnsonSF.com
DRE 01476421

*Sales information as of May 17, 2021
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Radio Coyote Howls
BY REBEKAH MOAN

Broadcasting through the end
of the month, Radio Coyote features
experimental music, archival recordings, interviews, and improvisational
content. The standalone project, available at 88.1 FM or online at radiocoyote.
org, is orchestrated by 2020-2021 Capp
Street Artist-in-Residence Raven
Chacon, a composer, performer, and
installation artist from Fort Defiance,
Navajo Nation in Arizona, under the
sponsorship of the Wattis Institute for
Contemporary Arts.
“It’s a way to spread sound into
other people’s homes, and it seemed
appropriate when there have been no
live concerts,” Chacon said. “It’s a way
to broadcast and communicate, but
there are interactions on social media
and live improvisational performances
at the Wattis Institute and throughout
the Bay Area.”
Radio Coyote features guest DJs,
musicians, composers, artists, and
educators Michael Begay, Ginger
Dunnill, A. Smiley, Mark Trecka, and
Zachary James Watkins. Chacon also
presents KsssKsssKsss, his record label
catalog of limited release recordings
over the past 20 years. The content was
originally released on cassettes and
7-inch records.
“All of the guest DJs are folks I’ve
collaborated with before,” Chacon said.
“I’m a fan of their work and I like the
way they think not only in terms of
sound, but all of them also are very
conscious of contemporary issues, current topics of the day. I feel the five of
them all address those topics through
the work they’re sharing through their
programming.”
Begay focuses on stories of young
people from Native American communities who have been hard-hit by
COVID-19, discussing those experiences along with systemic inequities.
Smiley features interviews with Bay
Area artists of color.
Radio Coyote’s main purpose,
though, is to share sounds, Chacon said.
“I wasn’t a fan of watching streaming
concerts at the beginning of lockdown,”

Green Benefit District
Sign up for the GBD monthly newsletter. Get information on neighborhood
projects, activities, volunteer opportunities and other fun stuff. It’s sent
straight to your email box, you can unsubscribe anytime, and we will
never share your information with anyone else (pinkie promise). Sign up
at GreenBenefit.org.

Potrero Boosters Neighborhood Association

Raven Chacon.

Be in the know. Meet your neighbors. Make the Potrero a better place. We’re
meeting virtually on the last Tuesday of each month at 7pm. Go to www.
potreroboosters.org for details.
PHOTO: Courtesy of Taryn Lott

he said. “It’s a nice idea for people to
do concerts from their living room
but I found myself not interested in
watching those. We have all become
busy and distracted and radio seemed
like something familiar that can be
part of the day.”
Radio Coyote runs 24 hours a day;
some programs are broadcast multiple
times.
“Listening to the radio is a way to
eliminate fatigue from clicking links
at a certain time because it’s always
there, it’s always available,” Chacon
said. “You don’t have to make a decision
and if you don’t like what’s on, you can
come back at another time.”
Chacon launched Radio Coyote
with a live, hour-long performance
visible through the Wattis Institute’s
windows at 360 Kansas Street on April
1. He and his collaborators hope to do
more in-person events.
As part of his residency Chacon
teaches a graduate-level fine arts
course at the California College of the
Arts. “Scores for Sound and Narrative”
focuses on the creation of graphic,
text, and Western-notated scores that
relay extra-musical narratives or
calls-to-action.
“I’m happy the California College
of the Arts Wattis Institute invited me
and gave me a platform to do this,”
he said. “I’m grateful to have that
opportunity.”

Starr King Open Space
This month we will be holding an election for a recently vacated board seat.
If interested please inquire to starrkingboard@gmail.com.
Please join our monthly volunteer days on the second Saturday of the month
from 9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. This month it is June 12th.
Also, feel free to join our monthly meetings which are open to the public,
done via zoom for now, the third Monday of the month at 7pm.
This month it is Tuesday June 21st. Check the website for the zoom link.
If you can, please donate to help keep Starr King Open Space open,
accessible and well maintained for our neighbors.
www.starrkingopenspace.org
For a $200 annual fee your organization can be listed in Getting Involved.
Contact production@potreroview.net

Dear Readers

Tell our local merchants you saw
their ad in !
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Raymond Saunders Returns
BY MAX BLUE

Award-winning contemporary
artist Raymond Saunders has chosen
two San Francisco galleries as sites for
his first solo exhibition in more than
a decade.
A major figure in contemporary
art, Saunders graduated with a Master
of Fine Arts from the California College of the Arts in 1961, where he went
on to teach, and has been bicoastal and
bicontinental for much of his career,
living and working in New York, Oakland, and Paris.
By 1980, Sau nder s had been
awarded a Prix de Rome, Guggenheim
Fellowship, and published his influential essay “Black is a Color,” which
argued that the critical emphasis on a
Black artist’s skin color was limiting,
rather than liberating.
His new exhibition, 40 Years:
Paris/Oakland, is co-presented by
Casemore Kirkeby in Dogpatch, and
Andrew Kreps Gallery South-ofMarket. The show features several
works from the artist’s studios in the
titular cities, many on view for the first
time in the United States. Saunders’
inability to precisely date many of the
pieces speaks to his process: most of
the paintings on view have been in the
works, on and off, throughout the past
four decades.
The works on view at Casemore
Kirkeby are split between two rooms
in the galler y. The first exhibits
large-scale figurative and abstract
paintings – sometimes within a single

canvas – and resonates with frenetic
energy. The second, smaller, space is
dedicated to more delicate floral
studies. The first room is gratifyingly
unified by certain visual elements: the
background of each canvas is a thick
coat of black paint, on top of which
disparate visual elements dance and
collide, Saunders repeatedly returning
to the same motifs. Nearly every image
contains the chalk outline of a woman’s
head in profile, one or more birds, and
several pieces of fruit.
Saunders incorporates contemporary imagery and references, too.
A Flash Gordon comic str ip and
newspaper advertisements are pasted
into one composition; a French traffic
sign has been nailed to another canvas.
In one piece, Saunders has scrawled a
list of names: Ella, Monk, Nina, Train;
a coded ode to seminal jazz artists.
The incorporation of these influences,
from the painting tradition to the daily
paper, and Saunders’ frenetic, abstract
style, make each canvas feel like an
explosion of the artist’s consciousness.
This visual similarity of each
painting, paired with the lack of titles,
suggests that each painting is an extension of the last, a body of work greater
than the sum of its parts. Observed as a
40-year production, the series becomes
diaristic, a record of the artist’s daily
practice of recording his consciousness
through mark-making. This window
into Saunders’ mind becomes a reflection pool for our own thoughts, not
restricted to a single interpretation.
“The reality of truth,” Saunders said

Raymond Saunders. Untitled. 61.125” x 59.875”.

in a 1994 interview, “is that there’s
variability.”
Saunders’ influences are clear,
from Dadaist collaging and the geometric abstraction of Modernism, to his
contemporaries, such as Cy Twombly.
His own style has been recognizably
aped by other major figures, like JeanMichel Basquiat. This roots Saunders
in a tradition while also placing him
within art history, a canonical recog-

PHOTO: Courtesy of Casemore Kirkeby

nition few artists live long enough to
see themselves acquire. The feeling is
one of a progenitor fully assuming his
place in history and staking a claim in
the present.
40 Years: Paris/Oakland is on view
at Casemore Kirkeby, at the Minnesota
Street Project, 1275 Minnesota Street,
and Andrew Kreps Gallery, 657 Howard Street through June 12.

Bridge Loan — How It Works
This is a fast-moving market, and
having access to funds can be a help
or a roadblock. Our team can help
you move forward.
A bridge loan on your current home
(up to $650,000) can be your next
down payment, pay for closing costs,
even staging. $0 out-of-pocket!
1st Loan

Equity

Equity/Downpayment

We can help.

Melinda Lee

Your Agent for Good.
e-Pro, SRES | Lic. #01344377
melinda@melindalee.realtor
415.336.0754 | melindalee.realtor
4040 24th Street, San Francisco, CA 94114

Shawn Leonard

Senior Loan Advisor | NMLS #1614841
shawn.leonard@flagstar.com
415.676.1827
One Sansome Street, Suite 1895
San Francisco, CA 94104

©2021 Corcoran Global Living. All rights reserved. Each franchise is independently owned and operated. Corcoran Global Living fully supports the
principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. This is not intended as a solicitation if you're working with another broker.
Information is deemed reliable, but is not guaranteed.
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COMMUNITY | JUNE
show. $15 to $20. Location revealed
only to ticket holders 21+ only.
For more information: https://bit.
ly/3f7qq0r.
In-person
Sunday 6/13
Literature: Will Write for Food with
Dianne Jacob
Journalist and writing instructor Dianne
Jacob relies on her more than 20 years
of experience to teach how to take
participants’ passion from the plate to
the page. With tips for writing, getting
published, and marketing, Jacob will
transform participants from starving
artists into well-fed authors. Free to
the first 15 attendees with book prepurchase. 3 to 4 p.m. Omnivore’s
Books, 3885a Cesar Chaves Street.
For more information: https://bit.
ly/3wpXkPR

Cara Barer, Whale and Boat, archival digital photograph, 36 x 36 inches, 2021
PHOTO: Courtesy of Andrea Schwartz Gallery

In-person
Wednesday 6/2 through Monday 9/6
Families: Free “SkyStar” Ferris Wheel
Rides for Graduating Seniors
The SkyStar Observation Wheel
features 36 enclosed well-ventilated
gondolas and views of Downtown
to the Pacific Ocean. San Francisco
Unified School District graduates
who show their school identification
at the ticket booth ride free. Regular
admission: $18 + tax; 15 percent
discount for San Franciscans. Bowl
Drive and Music Concourse, Golden
Gate Park. For more information:
https://bit.ly/3v9Sh60.
In-person
Thursday 6/3
Film: Bay Area Dance on Film DriveIn at Fort Mason
Movie shorts, featuring selections
from the San Francisco Dance Film
Festival alongside KQED’s awardwinning video series If Cities Could
Dance, showcasing dancers across
the country who represent their city’s

signature moves. 9 to 10:30 p.m. $40.
Fort Mason Center for Arts & Culture,
Two Marina Boulevard. For more
information: https://bit.ly/34aviM9.
Virtual
Friday 6/4 – Tuesday 6/8
Film: World Oceans Day Film Festival
The Sunshine Coast Conservation
Association, in collaboration with the
Green Film Series, presents a festival
celebrating oceans and efforts to save
and protect them. Free. For more
information and to register (required):
https://bit.ly/3yyJAUR.
In-person
Friday 6/11
Comedy: HellaSecret Outdoor Comedy
Held at San Francisco’s first fully
dedicated outdoor, physically
distanced, club, the HellaSecret
Comedy Show offers 70+ minutes
with four to five comics who have
performed at Cobbs, Punchline, San
Francisco Sketchfest, and Outside
Lands. Limited to 40 attendees per

C��� �� ���� �� � ����������
����� I�������� F���� C��������

ST. TERESA OF AVILA
CATHOLIC CHURCH

In-person
Wednesday 6/16
Art: “Bricolage”
Cara Barer begins her photographic
process with books and other papers
such as maps, newspapers, travel
photography and phonebooks. By
folding, dyeing, and manipulating the
pages, she sculpts the objects into
new forms to be photographed, giving
new life to old books and papers.
Free. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Andrea Schwartz
Gallery, 545 Fourth Street. For more
information: https://bit.ly/3yv3xvA.
In-person
Thursday 6/17
Comedy: Batter Up
Outdoor physically distanced standup
comedy, featuring comedians who
have appeared on Netflix and
Comedy Central. Free; suggested $15
donation. Moscone Fields, 1601 Bay
Street. For more information: https://
bit.ly/3vhg57R.

Virtual and In-person
Sunday 6/20
Best wishes to dads everywhere.
In-person
Tuesday 6/22
Storytelling: Storytelling Workshop
An intimate storytelling workshop
to explore and shape true, personal
narratives in a safe space. The clinic
will start with brainstorming exercises,
cover the elements of story structure
and performance, with personalized
feedback. Participants will leave
with a basic understanding of the
storytelling format and a rough draft
of a story. 6 to 9 p.m. $25. Limited
to eight participants. The Center
San Francisco, 548 Fillmore Street.
For more information: https://bit.
ly/3vhQjR0.
In-person
Thursday 6/24
Art: Free Day at San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art
Enjoy SFMOMA’s galleries. Limit of
two adult tickets per reservation,
available starting mid-June. Children
18 and younger always free. Due
to distancing requirements some
exhibitions have limited capacity,
with a virtual waiting list. 1 to 8 p.m.
SFMOMA, 151 Third Street. For more
information: https://bit.ly/3wuGGhR.
In-person
Saturday 6/25 and Sunday 6/27
Crafts: Craneway Outdoor Craft Fair
The Craneway Craft Fair features 130
artists and craftspeople, food trucks,
and a DJ spinning summer tunes.
Face masks required for everyone
in attendance. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. both
days. Free. Pier 70, 555 20th Street.
For more information: https://bit.
ly/3oRJN13

Wendy
Watkins

POTRERO HILL
2020 TOP PRODUCER

S����� �� ��� C���������

���� ���� S�����

��� C���������� S������
OPEN FOR PUBLIC MASSES
Saturdays @ 4:15pm
Sundays @ 10:00am
Check our website for the
most current guidelines
to a�end Mass.
We are livestreaming all Masses.
Please visit our website for the
link to access livestream.
������ ������

4:15 pm
8:30 am
10:00 am

������� ������

Tuesday
Friday

8:30 am
8:30 am

WE ND Y WATK IN S

I am extremely grateful to all of

REALTOR® LIC# 01854549
WendyWatkins@CorcoranGL.com
415.367.5997

my clients, from first time home
buyers to savvy sellers. I will
continue to work tirelessly to
help you navigate the complex
world of real estate, both on the

www. StTeresaSF.org
Saturday Vigil
Sunday

Thank you for your support!

������ �������������� �������
390 Missouri St
San Francisco, CA 94107
415.285.5272

St Teresa of Avila’s Church
is an EPA ENERGY STAR®
cer��ed building.

Hill and throughout the City.

WE S F R E A S
REALTOR® LIC# 013122854
WesFreas@CorcoranGL.com
415.518.6538

WesandWendyHomes.com
©2021 Corcoran Global Living. All rights reserved. Each franchise is independently owned and operated. Corcoran Global Living fully supports the
principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. This is not intended as a solitication if you're working with another broker.
Information is deemed reliable, but is not guaranteed.
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PDMA Sponsors

18th Street Closed to Cars
Connecticut-Mississippi

Fri 4-10 / Sat 8am-10pm / Sun 8-4
Food-Fun-Music

l!

Organic or Conventional

Aidell’s

a
oc

L

Sausages

No

n-

GM

O

12 oz -reg 7.28

$5.99

Fresh Picked Corn!

Yellow-white or Bi Color

Direct from the Field!

Organic Watermelons
69¢ /lb whole
99¢ /lb sliced

Sunday June 20

AppleGate Farms

Clover

15 oz -reg 12.99

16oz -reg 5.99

Well Carved Burgers

Butter $4.99

$9.99

La Croix

Sparkling Water

Belgioioso

Fresh
Mozzarella

8-pack -reg 5.29

8 oz -reg 3.99

!
NEW y!
m

Clover

Yum

$3.49

Cascadiam farns

$3.99

Ice Cream

Cream
Cheese

$5.99

$1.99

MyMochi

Cereals

6ct -reg 7.29

8.6-12.7 oz -reg 6.49

$3.99

8 oz- reg 2.99

Morsey’s Farmhouse
Humphry Slocombe

Ice Cream
16 oz -reg 8.29

$6.99

Annie’s

Mac & Cheese

$7.49

Crackers

2/$4.00

4.4 oz

Pride & June… Let the Sunshine In!
Sale Prices effective June 1-27, 2021

16 oz

Moonshot

6 oz -reg 2.99

Open 8 A.M. - 8 P.M. Everyday

Buffalo Milk Gelato

$6.89

!
NEW y!
m

Yum

THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT THE GOOD LIFE

Open Every Day! 8 AM to 8 PM - 1524 Twentieth Street - Potrero Hill - San Francisco - 415-282-9204

2021
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YOUTH CREATIVE CONTEST at THE VIEW

Arkansas Street res
ident, Sami Kingsbury
,
16, attends The Nueva
School.

At the start of the pandemic many people, especially
children and teens, lost their main way of entertaining themselves
with other people (i.e., their hobbies). There was no possibility of
going to shoot some hoops with friends or go build robots with
friends or sing in a chorus with all of the new restrictions to
flatten the curve.
So single-person or household hobbies became what
people relied on, if not scrolling on a phone, to get by during
that weird no-social interaction time. Hobbies like baking
bread, knitting, crocheting, taking care of plants, or learning to
draw became what people found themselves immersed by. The
pandemic gave people a pathway to find their own spark; without
needing other people.

CREATIVE YOUTHS! The View invites

those under 18 to submit any creative
work suitable for publication, including
drawings, short stories (fewer than 150
words), photographs, comic strips, jokes,
before the 20th of each month. Winning
entries will receive a $20 prize. Please send
submissions to editor@potreroview.net.

Stuart Cornwall, nine, attends Rooftop
School. His stepdad, Brian Feeley, is Chief
of Sports Medicine in the Orthopedics
Department at the University of
California, San Francisco-Mission Bay.
His cousins, Ace and Hawk Miner, live on
Missouri Street and go to Daniel Webster
Elementary School.

More Library Services—Visit Our
Express In-person Library Services
or Front-Door Pick-Up
on.sfpl.org/reopening

Browse & Bounce,

EXPRESS IN-PERSON SERVICES

MONDAY – SATURDAY
SUNDAY

10 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.

SFPL To Go

FRONT-DOOR PICK-UP

MONDAY – FRIDAY

10 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.

12 – 5:30 p.m.
OPENING JUNE 21

MAIN LIBRARY 100 Larkin Street

MONDAY – FRIDAY

10 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.

OPENING JUNE 21
CHINATOWN
1135 Powell Street

ORTEGA
3223 Ortega Street

ORTEGA
3223 Ortega Street

BERNAL HEIGHTS
500 Cortland Avenue

NORTH BEACH
850 Columbus Avenue

VISITACION VALLEY
201 Leland Avenue

INGLESIDE
1298 Ocean Avenue

SUNSET
1305 18th Avenue

GOLDEN GATE
1801 Green Street

WESTERN ADDITION
1550 Scott Street

VISITACION VALLEY
201 Leland Avenue

RICHMOND
351 9th Avenue

TUESDAY – SATURDAY
MISSION BAY
960 4th Street

SFPL To Go-Go,

10 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.
OPENING JUNE 22
EXCELSIOR
4400 Mission Street

BOOKMOBILE SERVICES

TUES. & THURS., 2 – 6 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, 2 – 6 p.m.

MISSION Bookmobile
John O’Connell High School

TREASURE ISLAND
Bookmobile
Avenue H and 11th Street

OMI Bookmobile
Jose Ortega Elementary
RICHMOND Bookmobile
Roosevelt Middle School

OMI Bookmobile
Catholic Charities
50 Broad Street

TUESDAY – SATURDAY

10 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.

ANZA
550 37th Avenue

MARINA
1890 Chestnut Street

POTRERO
1616 20th Street

BAYVIEW
5075 3rd Street

MERCED
155 Winston Drive

WEST PORTAL
190 Lenox Way

EUREKA VALLEY
1 José Sarria Court

PARK
1833 Page Street

EXCELSIOR
4400 Mission Street

PORTOLA
380 Bacon Street

MONDAY – SATURDAY
SUNDAY

10 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.
12 – 5:30 p.m.

MAIN LIBRARY 100 Larkin Street

Questions? Just ask! Call (415) 557-4400 for general assistance.
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Elementary School principal, and
Patrick Wolff, a financial analyst with
whom Butterfoss connected through
the political organization Families for
San Francisco. Butterfoss, Wolff and
their supporters cite a litany of problems that, according to Butterfoss, “are
keeping San Francisco schools from
being the best in the country, which
we know they can be. Most of these
problems were going on long before the
pandemic, but I think the pandemic has
really exasperated public dissatisfaction with our current board and how
they’ve been making decisions.”
CBSFPS asserts that Board decision-making is motivated by ideology rather than the needs of schools,
educators and families, and that the
system of electing commissioners has
consistently failed to produce a board
with the range of expertise needed
to effectively administer one of the
country’s largest districts.
While other groups are working to
recall Board of Education members,
CBSFPS wants to change the way
membership is formed, advocating
for a transition from direct elections
to an appointment system in which
Board candidates are chosen by an
outside entity, most likely a special
independent committee, which’d also
have some degree of oversight.
Critics counter that this change
would undermine the democratic
process. While the Board of Education
declined to comment on the issue, Vice
President Faauuga Moliga, speaking on
his own behalf, stated, “Representative
democracy is fundamental in America
and [moving away from elections]
would deny parents, teachers and all
San Franciscans from having a voice
in our public schools.”
In 2016, San Francisco voters approved a measure allowing non-citizen
guardians and parents—whose children compose an estimated one-third
of SFUSD students—to vote in school
board elections. Non-citizens don’t
have the right to vote for mayor or other
elected municipal positions. Moliga
pointed out that such families would
lose the representation they recently
gained should the District switch to an
appointment system.
“It is disappointing that now
there’s a group of people seeking to
change the system to disenfranchise
San Francisco voters from electing
school board members,” Moliga said.
According to Butterfoss, advocates
want “to see a stronger reform effort
that can really ensure that we get
the most qualified people in the positions of Board of Ed commissioners.
In doing so, we’re looking to move to
an appointed system. What that will
bring about is greater accountability
for our board and a closer relationship
between our city and the public school
system.”
An elected Board of Education
operates with a high degree of independence from the rest of The City.
Municipal officials have no authority
over the Board. When accusations were
made early this year that Board members were prioritizing the renaming of
schools over educating students, City
officials had little ability to compel the
Board to focus on resuming in-person
learning.
According to Butterfoss, “it took
a long time, and a lawsuit from the
mayor,” for the Board to concentrate on

re-opening. “There is no mechanism for
the two, really, to cooperate,” she said.
CBSFPS contends that an appointment
system, such as used by Boston public
schools, would allow for more direct
oversight of the Board by municipal
leaders.
District staff and educators interviewed by The View maintain that
reopening delays have been driven by
shifting COVID conditions and associated complications. A sharp increase
in infection rates during the winter
holidays set back the District’s ability
to meet benchmarks for re-opening
and prompted concerns among school
employees and families that needed
additional time to address.
Board critics contend that the
process might have gone more smoothly
and quickly had the Board voted to hire
a pandemic preparedness consultant
last June, as recommended by Superintendent Victor Matthews. The outside
consultant, whose fees would’ve been
covered by private donations, was rejected by the Board in a five to two vote
in part because of concerns over the
effectiveness of external advisors and
the fact that the identified consultant
had previously worked with charter
schools. Board members have been
consistently hostile to charter schools.
According to Butterfoss, the Board
hasn’t been transparent about its
decision-making process or effectively
communicated with families. Citing
Board meetings that extend for hours
before issues related to remote schooling or re-opening are discussed, and
the appearance of indifference to
parental confusion and frustration,
Butterfoss contended that the Board
“has shirked its responsibility.”
“There was a vacuum and a lack of
any messaging, any commitment, any
urgency around the situation. There
was nothing. They were discussing renaming schools. They were discussing
anything, but there was no reassurance
to the public and to us as families, as
we were trying to make plans, as we
were trying to make decisions around
childcare—do I stay in my job, or not?—
there just was no assurance from our
leadership, that [maintaining the quality of education during the pandemic]
was their priority or focus.”
A recent decision to halt a meritbased application system for Lowell
High School, one of the country’s highest academically ranked public high
schools, has been met with considerable
resistance and charges of ideological
purity being prized over students’
needs. The Board’s preference for the
lottery system was intended to confront
substantial educational inequality in
San Francisco. As revealed in a 2014
report by San Francisco Public Press,
10 of the District’s elementary schools
collectively receive as much private
funding as the other 61 combined. The
report pointed to segregation trends in
student assignment as an underlying
problem.
Opponents counter that the lottery
exacerbates inequality by, among other
things, driving families of means out of
the public school system. According to
2020 Common Core Data and American
Community Survey data, 32 percent
of San Francisco elementary through
high school students are enrolled in
private schools.
Proponents of an appointment
system argue that elections have made
the Board highly politicized, attracting
candidates who see Board membership

as an entry point to a political career
and are more skilled at campaigning
than in the boring, practical skills
needed to effectively administer a large
school district.
Board of Education President
Gabriela López declined to comment on
the reform campaign, citing the Board’s
need to focus on a return to in-person
learning. Moliga responded that the
Campaign for Better SF Public School’s
“mission does not sit well with me.”
Butterfoss hastened to add that
an appointment system would most
likely not be directly controlled by
the mayor’s office but instead involve
establishing a nomination panel,
such as used in Boston public schools,
whose members represent a diversity
of stakeholders, including teachers and
neighborhood representatives, that’d
propose candidates. Boston’s approach,
however, is influenced by that city’s
mayor’s office.
Proposal details are being worked
out; CBSFPS wants input from experts,
stakeholders and concerned San Franciscans. Initiative supporters have until
September to collect enough signatures
to get a measure on the June 2022 ballot.

AMAZON from front page

of several members in collaboration
with other Mission Bay, Showplace
Square, and Potrero Hill stakeholders, including the Potrero Boosters
Neighborhood Association. The group
is preparing a cohesive response to
the proposal as a means to minimize
adverse impacts on surrounding neighborhoods and intersections, as well
as secure community benefits from
Amazon, such as improving open space.
“It was a little bit of a surprise,”
David Meckel, California College of
the Arts (CCA) director of campus
planning, said of last December’s announcement that Amazon had bought
the Recology truckyard for $200 million. The waste management company
had begun public engagement in 2019
to develop the 5.8-acre site for housing
and office towers. The sale transpired
against a backdrop of a federal investigation into City corruption involving
Recology.
CCA has several buildings that
incorporate classrooms, workspaces
and student housing in Showplace
Square. The area is zoned for production, distribution and repair (PDR)
under The Showplace Square/Potrero
Hill Area Plan portion of The Eastern
Neighborhoods Plans, adopted in 2009.
Light industrial uses such as furniture
makers, showrooms, re-upholstery
shops, designers, contractors, retailers
and other maker spaces coexist near
newer office, residential and institutional uses. Two distinct street grids
form an irregular lot at the project
site’s western edge where there’s a brief
passage along De Haro Street.
“It’s a pretty constricted site,”
Meckel said of Showplace Square’s
tightly clustered blocks. “Even though
it’s PDR zoning, it’s not dropping into a
neighborhood with warehouses around
it.”
Immediate neighbors include the
inhabitants of 224 predominantly
below-market-rate condominiums at
888 Seventh Street, across Berry Street
to the north, and One De Haro, a newly
completed Class A office building. Volta
occupies a one-story PDR structure
with electric vehicle charging stations
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at 155 De Haro, a separate privatelyowned property that cuts into the
project site and includes a warehouse
at 10 Carolina Street, occupied by
ARCH Art Supplies, at the juncture of
Carolina and Channel streets.
Along Channel Street, to the south,
garage entrances and loading docks
provide access into the back of 100
Hooper Street, a mixed-use complex. Channel is the only one of the
property’s fronting streets classified
as industrial under the City’s Better
Streets Plan.
Seventh Street is a Vision Zero
high-injury corridor with bike lanes
in both directions between Townsend
and 16th Street.
Amazon proposed that all longhaul traffic take Alameda Street to
and from an unscreened truck court
it’d build on the irregular lot fronting
De Haro, across from where Alameda
ends. Local delivery vans would enter
on Channel, queue on level two, and
descend for loading on level one.
Planning panned the open truck
court as “not supported in an urban
setting” and recommends Carolina
Street for routing interstate trucks into
the facility at Carolina and Channel.
Big rigs would exit Interstate 80 at
Harrison, take 10th Street, Potrero Avenue and 15th Street to Carolina Street.
They’d depart using Ninth Street to
reach the Bryant Street onramp. This
route could be extended to 16th Street.
Trucks coming or going south on Interstate 280 would use Mariposa, Owens,
16th, and Carolina streets.
“As an especially large city block
fronting six city streets, the project
site has the unique opportunity to
improve the connections between
neighborhoods,” Planning’s response
letter states. “As currently designed,
the Project would bring significantly
more trucks, cars, bikes and pedestrians to the area without improving
connections for them. The proposed
design would foreclose opportunities
for a walkable, urban frontage along
155 De Haro and fronting the project’s
own site, should the use ever change
from a last-mile facility.”
The Street Design Advisory Team
(SDAT), an interagency review body
that provides street design guidance for
projects subject to the streetscape and
pedestrian improvement requirements
established in the Better Streets Plan,
doesn’t support the surface truck court
or routing semis onto Alameda.
“We are particularly concerned
about the project’s intention to use
Alameda Street, today a calm, mixeduse side street, for large-truck access,”
SDAT commented.
Planning advised Amazon to connect the broken street grids along the
jagged western frontage by extending
Alameda to meet Carolina Street; build
sidewalks on Carolina and Channel
streets and create a small triangular
open space on public right-of-way adjacent to the project’s southwest corner
next to the recommended truck access
point; install a bike path on Berry linking De Haro to Seventh Street; create
midblock bulb-outs, a raised crosswalk
and widened sidewalks on Berry, and
curb ramps for compliance with the
American with Disabilities Act on
opposite corners at Alameda, De Haro
and Berry streets. The PPA proposed
a 13,700-square-foot triangular open
space at Seventh and Berry streets;
AMAZON continues on page 12
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AMAZON from page 11

Planning suggests Amazon activate
ground floor use with a small retailer
or cafe.
Within the station, the PPA proposes 17,400 square feet of office space.
Planning has requested more detail,
specifically if offices would only be
for onsite operation or other functions,
such as customer package pickups.
The total estimated project cost,
before modification and street improvements, is $125 million.
Community working group members called the design “a big box.”
“I was underwhelmed by their initial diagram so it can only get better,”
Meckel said of Amazon’s preliminary
plans. He’d like to see human scale
street activation of the Seventh Street
side that’s more engaging than industrial frontage, and lighted sidewalks to
improve pedestrian experience.
The site currently has 311 surface level parking spaces. Amazon
proposed increasing that to 395 spots
in a 138,500-square-foot lot on an
unroofed fourth level. Planning noted
the project is visible from I-280 and
uphill locations and strongly recommends screening the rooftop carpark.
The Department also wants Amazon to
reduce the number of parking spaces.
Under Amazon’s proposal, there’d be
seven car share spots, 56 bicycle spaces,
and 157,200 square feet of parking
capacity onsite.
“Ever ybody wants fewer cars
parked there. There are lots of ways
to get to that site. All of us figured
out how to close that last mile from
BART and Caltrain and other transit
services,” Meckel said, referring to

nearby University of California, San
Francisco, the Chase Center, Adobe,
and CCA.
Mission Bay Shuttle has a route
serving CCA and the Adobe offices
at 100 Hooper. Operated by Mission
Bay Transportation Management Association, a nonprofit committed to
maximizing access to, from, and within
Mission Bay and reducing singleoccupant vehicle trips, Mission Bay
Shuttle provides free service between
the Embarcadero, Civic Center and
Powell BART stations and the Salesforce Transit Center.
“We would be open to offering service to Amazon,” said Wendy Silvani,
who manages routes and schedules for
the shuttle. “We contract with both
CCA and Adobe, which are just outside
the Mission Bay Redevelopment Area,
to provide service.”
Silvani, a member of the CAC’s
informal subcommittee, has questions
about Amazon’s potential impact on
shuttle service and traffic flow, including how many trucks would offload at
any time, where any overflows will go
and how long will they last.
“It would be helpful to see this
visually mapped,” she noted. “How
long, on average, does it take to offload
into the facility? What’s the hourly
‘turn’ rate? What are the peak hours
for receiving merchandise? What’s the
queuing plan for local delivery trucks
to get back in the facility and how is
this flow separated from larger vehicles
delivering to the site? We will want to
understand the 24/7.”
A condition for approval might
be to provide transportation service
for onsite employees. “If so, it might
make sense for them to join with us,

if their needs are compatible with our
services,” Silvani said.
“It’s still too early in the project to
provide specific numbers but we expect
to create hundreds of full time and part
time jobs,” Xavier Van Chau, an Amazon communications leader wrote in
an email. Sources who’ve spoken with
Amazon reps told The View there’d
likely be about 380 employees onsite at
any given time.
The Amazon site is just one major
development under consideration in the
revitalizing area. Talks are underway
to relocate the Flower Mart to the block
between 16th, 17th, Missouri, and Mississippi streets. A major infrastructure
renovation is on the horizon with the
Downtown Extension of Caltrain
which will disrupt traffic throughout
South-of-Market during construction.
The Mission Bay School will be
built on Owens Street just off the Mission Bay Drive traffic circle, within a
half-mile of Amazon’s future delivery
station.
“The San F rancisco Board of
Education has not taken a position on
the Amazon facility and the District
doesn’t have a comment at this time,”
Laura Dudnick, an SFUSD spokesperson wrote in an email.
“The station will provide local
entrepreneurs the opportunity to
build last-mile delivery businesses
through our Delivery Service Partner
program and these small businesses
will create hundreds of drive jobs to
deliver Amazon packages in their local
communities,” Van Chau noted. “I can
confirm that delivery service partners
operate independent businesses. They
own and operate their fleets and secure
insurance.”

Though not employed by Amazon,
the company requires contracted
delivery partners to run a smartphone
app, Mentor, that monitors driving
behavior in Amazon-branded vehicles.
According to Business Insider and
other news outlets, Amazon’s drivers
have reported urinating into bottles in
their vans to meet the company’s high
expectations for delivery quotas. The
National Labor Relations Board ruled
in 2019 that independent contractors
aren’t covered by the National Labor
Relations Act that protects employees’
rights to unionize and bargain collectively with employers. The independent
business status presents a roadblock to
potential organizing efforts by these
workers. As contractors, they aren’t
eligible for company benefits that
payroll employees receive.
Van Chau added that facility jobs
will offer medical, dental and 401(k)
match as well as career growth options.
The jobs “will pay competitive rates
for San Francisco that will exceed
Amazon’s nationwide starting wage of
$15 per hour.”
San Francisco’s minimum wage
is already more than $15 and will
increase to $16.32 an hour on July 1.
Jim Araby, an organizer for United
Food and Commercial Workers Union
(UFCW) Local 5, headquartered in
Hayward, noted that at 40 hours a
week, 52 weeks a year, a minimum
wage earner makes $33,945 annually.
“They should be union jobs, not
only when it’s built, but when it’s operated,” Araby said.
In a highly publicized union representation election in April, workers
AMAZON continues on page 15
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MURAL from front page

building as “a visual blight.” Last year,
CFT submitted a proposal to the San
Francisco Planning Department to alter, demolish, or replace approximately
7,600 square feet of the structures at the
corner of 17th and Connecticut streets
to build a tennis club and courts.
The club would feature a small retail
component, as well as restrooms, lockers, shower rooms, and offices, with
a rooftop court. Jovinas Upholstery,
which has a storefront at 1345 17th
Street, would have moved next door, to
the former site of Eppler’s Bakery. CFT
didn’t mention mural restoration in the
proposal, which it ultimately withdrew.
The San Francisco Arts Commission (SFAC), a municipal agency
that champions the arts, is unaware
of efforts to preserve or restore the
Potrero Hill mural, said Rachelle Axel,
SFAC director of public and private
partnerships.
“Private property owners are
responsible for maintaining murals
or other artwork on their property.
The Arts Commission does not have a
fund to maintain private murals in the
City,” said Axel. She added that most
efforts to preserve murals on private
property are driven by owners and the
surrounding community.
Another possibility is that the
mural could be removed and be placed
on panels, according to Oliver. “There’s
a method that qualified conservators
use called ‘Strappo.’ The conservator
secures a mural surface to cloth, then
vibrate the surface of the wall until
the “little fingers” of the painting let
go of the wall. Then they remount the
mural on panels, which would later be
mounted elsewhere,” said Oliver.
According to Oliver, if the Central
Family Trust wants to demolish the
mural it’s legally required to write the
artist at their last known address and
provide 90 days for them to remove
the piece at their expense. Artists can
use that time to save or document the
artwork before it’s destroyed.
MJ Bogatin, an Oakland attorney
who represents Bay A rea muralists, said the piece was eligible for
protection under the California Art
Preservation Act (CAPA), enacted in
1979, which protects what are known
as “artists’ moral rights.” Moral rights
enable a visual art creator to defend
a work’s physical integrity. CAPA
grants rights to the artist, nonprofits
and community groups that safeguard
pieces for the artist’s life plus 50 years.
The law includes civil penalties and
injunctive relief for intentional damage, destruction or mutilation of a work
of fine art, or gross negligence in the
conservation of art.
Bogatin suggested that CAPA and

VARA may provide authority to allow
restoration by artists who collaborated
with or contributed to the work of a
lead artist, including Fontes and other
creatives, should Emanuel decline the
project.
Accord i ng to T r ish Her ma n,
neighborhood safety chair and past
president of North Beach Neighbors, a
community group, older murals can be
restored with public funding. Herman
chaired a 2015 project that enabled the
original artist, Bill “El Gallo” Weber,
to restore the 30 foot by 50 foot “Jazz
Mural” above New Sun Hong Kong
Restaurant at the corner of Broadway
and Columbus streets. Weber painted
the mural in 1987 and 1988. “Jazz
Mural” depicts Teddy Wilson on piano,
Gene Krupa on drums, and Benny
Goodman on clarinet.
Herman said she secured a $15,000
grant from the San Francisco Arts
Commission for the restoration. “The
paperwork is a bit daunting. However,
we were able to complete the project.
It took about one year of planning,
researching to receive the grant, and
then coordinating with the original
artist to complete the work. You will
also need to get permission from the
building owner to work on the building,” said Herman.
Jessica Zimmer contributed to this
article.

SHORT CUTS from page 2

former government and community
relations manager, Paul Giusti, with
bribery and money laundering in collusion with former Department of Public
Works director Mohammed Nuru. The
Board of Supervisors, then in the final
stages of approving a six-year collection municipal building contract worth
up to $62.5 million, voted 10 to one to
send it back to the Budget and Finance
Committee for reconsideration. In December, Recology sold its truckyard at
900 Seventh Street to Amazon for $200
million. As reported by The View in
2019, Recology was in the early stages
of developing the 5.8-acre property into
residential and office towers.
“Recology was working diligently
with SF Planning and neighbors to
reimagine the site from an industrial
use to a mixed use that would have
included significant affordable housing. Deep economic impacts and market
realities caused by the pandemic
sapped the viability of that project. We
received an offer for the property and
determined it made sense to accept it,”
Robert Reed, public relations manager
for Recology, told The View. The real
estate transfer tax rate was three precent on transactions greater than $25
million when the sale closed. Proposi-

tion I, passed by voters in November,
would’ve doubled that to six percent,
but hadn’t yet taken effect. The need
to fund employee retirement plans may
have factored into the decision to sell
the property to Amazon.
In April, John Porter, a former
Recology vice-president, became the
company’s second executive to be federally charged with bribery and money
laundering in connection to the Nuru
investigation.
With Recology’s contract expiring
and supervisors declining to act, the
City’s Office of Contract Administration negotiated a $5.6 million interim
deal with Recology to continue servicing municipal buildings through June
30, with a possible one-year extension. Republic Services, in Daly City,
expressed interest in providing refuse
collection and recycling services to
the City.

Psychiatry
The 150,000-square-foot Nancy
Friend Pritzker Psychiatry Building,
designed by ZGF Architects in consultation with more than 100 University of
California, San Francisco faculty and
staff, is scheduled to open this fall at
675 18th Street. The facility will offer
outpatient mental health care, psychiatry and psychology training, and
clinical research on brain disorders,
hosting investigations and clinical
care among members of UCSF’s departments of pediatrics, neurology,
radiology, neurosurgery, psychiatry,
anesthesiology and obstetrics/gynecology. It also features a Child, Teen and
Family Center. Supported by a roughly
$60 million gift from philanthropists
John Pritzker and Lisa Stone Pritzker,
the new building is named in honor of
John’s sister, Nancy Friend Pritzker,
who died by suicide at age 24 in 1972.

Food
The San Francisco-Marin Food
Bank is adding 32,000 square feet to
its San Francisco warehouse facilities.
“When the Food Bank started this
project five years ago the goal was to
build for the future, but it turns out
we are building for right now,” said
Tanis Crosby, Executive Director San
Francisco-Marin Food Bank. “Before
the pandemic, the Food Bank was
already a vital lifeline for 140,000
people every week. The economic
crisis brought on by COVID-19 forced
thousands more to turn to us for help.
We are no longer renovating just to
expand, but to sustain; it’s about
creating the space necessary to provide
food for our neighbors who are making
real, practical choices every day about
where they’re spending scarce dollars.” The enlarged facility, expected
to open in Spring 2022, will extend
into the parking lot on the north end,
at 900 Pennsylvania; add two loading
docks, thereby increasing capacity
from 10 to 12 outbound trucks daily
to 15 to 18; create 5,200 square feet of
cold storage space, as well as space to
host an additional 20,000 volunteers
a year. The Food Bank needs to raise
$3.5 million to pay for new forklifts,
trucks, solar panels, and refrigeration
systems. The resulting increase in traffic, particularly between 25th and 23rd
streets on Pennsylvania, will no doubt
intensify neighborhood frustration
over congestion.

PUBLISHER’S VIEW from page 2

backup engines (BUGs) in the state, at
the ready in case of a blackout, adding
up to many gigawatts of power capacity and associated carbon emissions.
Similar to families fleeing public
schools for independent education,
those who can are setting up their own
standby grids, often with fossil fuel
BUGs. What’s more, increased mining
of lithium, cobalt, and nickel needed
for electric batteries, mostly used by
wealthier individuals, is fouling lands
and sucking up groundwater, mostly
located near poor people.
In 1919, as horses began to give way
to horsepower, the Village Trustees of
Woodstock issued traffic regulations,
engaging a cop to enforce them, that
prohibited driving a motor faster than
ten miles an hour or parking a motor
vehicle in spots where horses could otherwise be hitched. Our present energy
political economy is at a similar place,
metaphorically protecting the soon to
be obsolete status quo and relying on
poorly equipped regulatory traffic cops
to police the speed of change. Technology alone will not save us.

249 TEXAS from page 4

State law prohibits San Francisco
from applying rent control to buildings
constructed after 1995. Rohm disagrees
with a Planning Department determination that the remodel wouldn’t
result in a loss of affordable housing. In
endorsing the project, the Department
opined that, in addition to the extra
unit, the larger home’s greater capacity could potentially contribute to the
City’s housing stock.
The Department found the proposal “to be in keeping with the existing
development pattern and neighborhood
character along Texas Street,” wording
that didn’t sit well with opponents. One
of the challenges for them is that while
communities such as Bernal Heights
and Cow Hollow have developed guidelines as to how their neighborhood
should look, no such effort has been
done in Potrero Hill. The Planning
Department’s design committee has
no clear-cut rules on which to basis a
style evaluation.
“The character is the people who
live in these buildings. Working class
people that can’t afford to buy homes
but want to live in Potrero,” lamented
Block. “They are accommodating one
building that will reduce the quality of
four other units. It should be the other
way around. If the general plan is we
need to have housing to accommodate
people who live in San Francisco then
why are they penalizing me?”
The neighbors said it’s been difficult to deal with the City, made worse
because many offices are closed due to
the pandemic.
“It has been so challenging to
understand and navigate,” said Gala.
“And it feels like it’s for show.”
Siu stated that they’re simply
creating a home for their family to
age in. “We’re not developers; just
long-time San Franciscans hoping
to build a property to accommodate
our family’s needs. We are committed to raising our young daughter in
San Francisco.” She added that her
husband purchased their current Noe
Valley residence in 2006 after renting
for more than 20 years.
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in an Amazon warehouse in Bessemer,
Alabama rejected joining the Retail,
Wholesale and Department Store
Union by a wide margin. Union organizers objected to Amazon’s conduct in
that election.
“The proposal is in the very beginning of the process with the project
team’s recent application submittal
to the Planning Department,” Juan
Carlos Cancino, chief operating officer for the City’s Office of Economic
and Workforce Development (OEWD)
stated. “At this stage, we do not have
any additional information to share.”
OEWD’s new director is Kate Sofis,
co-founder and former chief executive
officer of the nonprofit SFMade that’s
based in 100 Hooper. Sofis couldn’t be
reached for comment.
The site falls within Supervisorial District 10, immediately adjacent
to District 6. Natalie Gee, an aide
to District 10 Supervisor and Board
of Supervisors President Shamann
Walton, told The View that she anticipates community members will appeal
CEQA findings. “We’re telling Amazon
to work with the community on this,”
Gee said.
“We had an engaging initial conversation with them through David
Noyola,” Meckel said prior to the
release of Planning’s response. Noyola,
a principal at Noyola Piccini Group, a
San Francisco-based political strategy and advocacy firm specializing
in complex regulatory approvals and
procurements, was engaged by Amazon
to conduct community outreach.
“There’s a way to do a facility there
that would be good for the neighbor-

hood,” Meckel said. “We’re in the
business of education and creativity,
so we’re here to help, and to make this
project as good as it could be.”
He’d like to see Amazon be a
sustainability leader as claimed in
its television advertising campaign.
Instead of rooftop parking, he’d rather
see solar panels on the top level.
“Solar panels going to batteries
charging an electrified fleet,” Meckel
suggested. “It could be a real flagship
facility if they’re willing to think a
little bit outside the box, literally.
They could have the support of the
neighborhood.”
Neighbors of a warehouse Amazon
is leasing at 888 Tennessee Street caution that the retailer isn’t modeling
good behavior. Katherine Doumani,
Dogpatch Neighborhood Association
president, noted that Dogpatch and
Showplace Square are both districts
with industrial use histories that are
transforming into eclectic communities
with increasing density from housing
and offices. Garbage, notably packaging material, cigarette butts and food
containers, and double or triple parking
by drivers in their personal cars working delivery gigs through the Amazon
Flex app, are among unresolved issues
that have been discussed with company
representatives. 888 Tennessee was
slated to be developed into housing.
“They’re now surrounded on three
sides by residential and on the other
side by Esprit Park,” Doumani said.

PROUD TO BE ONE OF THE FIRST
CARBON-NEUTRAL HEALTH SYSTEMS IN THE U.S.
Kaiser Permanente continues its longstanding commitment to environmental
sustainability and efforts to help slow climate change.
To reach this milestone we improved energy efficiency in our buildings, installed
on-site solar power, purchased new renewable energy generation, and invested
in carbon offsets with strong health benefits to counter unavoidable emissions.
This move to carbon neutrality eliminates our annual carbon footprint and helps
improve conditions for healthier communities. Learn more at: kp.org/green.



 

Recology employee owners from
Recycle Central at Pier 96, where
most new hires are residents
of Bayview Hunters Point.

“Thank you, San Francisco.”
We don’t just work at Recology. We own it. Recology is 100% employee-owned, and
as diverse as San Francisco: 70% of all San Francisco employees are people of color.
We’re proud to have built our recycling program from the ground up, helping make
San Francisco the greenest big city in America. But we couldn’t do it without you.

“Let’s keep making a difference. Together.”
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Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Center Will Open a
New Childcare Center in Mission Bay
By Monica Bautista

Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Center (TEL HI)
is a non-profit, San Francisco anchor institution
that has provided tailored programs and
services to enrich the lives of people in the
community for over 130 years. TEL HI is active in
various neighborhoods throughout the city and
is very proud to open its first site in Mission Bay
at 188 Pierpoint Lane near the Chase Center.
TEL HI is expanding into Mission Bay!
TEL HI was chosen from among a distinguished
group of childcare and early childhood
education providers to operate the new TEL
HI Mission Bay Childcare Center, opening in
July 2021. “We were chosen because of our
deep roots in the San Francisco community,
our reputation for providing high-quality
programs, and our ability to serve families of all
income levels,” said Executive Director Nestor
L. Fernandez II. “We are excited to serve the
Mission Bay community and for the opportunity
to expand our services to other neighborhoods
in San Francisco and beyond.”
TEL HI Mission Bay Childcare Center, a stateof-the-art facility for children ages 3 months
to 5 years, was thoughtfully designed by ZGF
Architects, one of the nation’s top architectural
firms, to stimulate a child’s senses and inspire
a love of learning. It has approximately 6,000
square feet of indoor space housing four
beautiful classrooms that will accommodate
61 children, and a 4,300 square foot outdoor
playground that includes a climbing structure,
sandbox, art area, and mud kitchen where
children can exercise, play, and explore in a safe
environment. Tours are scheduled daily, and
pre-registration is available for families who wish

to secure a space. Enrollment in TEL HI Mission
Bay Childcare Center will be on a first-come,
first-served basis.
TEL HI’s Early Childhood
Education Program
TEL HI’s state-licensed Early Childhood
Education Program includes Infants, Toddlers,
and Preschoolers. Their team of dedicated
professionals are passionate about nurturing
children’s intellectual, cognitive, and socioemotional abilities to help them grow with
confidence at every stage. The curriculum
is play-based and provides children with the
opportunity to learn through art projects,
music, culinary and STEM activities, and more.
TEL HI’s Early Childhood Education Program has
been rated one of the top preschools in the city
by San Francisco Quality Connections, a quality
rating service that observes early care and
education programs citywide.

TEL HI History
TEL HI was founded in 1890 by Elizabeth Ashe
and Alice Griffith, two North Beach residents,
who saw a community with numerous health
and educational needs. To tackle these

needs, Ashe and Griffith formed what was
to become the Telegraph Hill Neighborhood
Center, San Francisco’s first settlement house.
They began by offering a club for boys and
classes for sewing and “domestic science” for
girls. The center soon expanded to include
a kitchen, garden, gymnasium and library.
Over the years, Ashe and Griffith instituted
a growing number of programs to help the
needy in the community, and they advocated
for marginalized residents to ensure they had a
voice in their own futures.
Fast Forward to Today
TEL HI continues to be a trusted neighborhood
center that exists to serve the city’s most
vulnerable residents. Over 75% of the participants
in their programs are low-income and represent a
wide range of ethnic groups and cultures. Children
and youth make up more than half of the daily
visitors while seniors comprise approximately 30%
of service recipients. From delivering top-notch
childcare to ensuring that seniors remain healthy,
vibrant, and connected, TEL HI tailors its services
to address the diverse needs of the population
and strengthen the community.
Looking to the Future
Given its exemplary track record and recognizing
the high demand for quality childcare, TEL
HI has developed a strategic plan to expand
its Early Childhood Education offerings into
additional select facilities in locations around the
San Francisco Bay Area. By providing full-time
placement in Infant, Toddler, and Preschool
Programs, TEL HI’s state-licensed Childcare
Centers play an integral part in the critical ecosystem that supports local families.

TEL HI Mission Bay Childcare Center
Opening July 2021!
A place to Learn

Your child will be encouraged to problem-solve, interact with
their community and environment, experiment, and more.

A place for Fun

Our play-based approach incorporates art, music, STEM, and
culinary projects into your child’s daily activities.

A place to Grow

We focus on nurturing your child’s intellectual, cognitive, and
socio-emotional abilities so they will grow with confidence at
every stage.

A place that’s Safe

The health and safety of your child is our top priority.

A place for infants, toddlers, and preschoolers.
Registration is now open for children ages 3 months to 5 years!

For more information, call 415.580.7231
Space is limited.

188 Pierpoint Lane
San Francisco, CA 94158
TELHI.org/missionbay

